May 20, 2019
Ms. Juliet T.H. Walker, AICP
Planning Director
Planning Department
1 Junkins Avenue
Portsmouth, NH 03801
RE: Response to Cate Street Extension Roadway Design Peer Review
Dear Ms. Walker,
The Peer Review Comments from TEC have been restated below in bold italicized font. The
responses to these comments have been issued below in normal font.
Horizontal Alignment and Roadway Plan Review:
1. Please confirm the intended design speed of Cate Street / Cate Street

Extension. It appears that most, but not all, design parameters are consistent with a
design speed of 30 mph.
The design speed for the Cate Street Extension is 25 mph.
It should be noted that the City preferred alignment at the intersection of Cate Street and
Bartlett Street will not support a design speed too much above 20 mph. The maximum
centerline radius that can be fit to the City Right of Way and Easements provided by the
adjacent approved, under construction, Townhouse project prior the rail Road bridge to the
south is a radius of 110-ft.
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According to AASHTO’s Policy For Geometric Design Section 5.3, Local Streets in Urban
Areas, Table 3-7, a minimum radius of 110-ft will support a design speed between 20 and 25
mph. We employed a radius of 155-ft to round up. See Attached excerpt from AASHTO.

2.

Label radii of horizontal curves on baseline alignment.

California
Connecticut
Maine

The curve data has been added to the baseline alignment. Please refer to sheets CS101 through CS-104 of the Roadway Plans.

Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

3.
The proposed alignment of Cate Street Extension at the Route 1
Bypass / Borthwick Avenue intersection causes the westbound through
movement to approach the existing raised median island within Borthwick

Avenue at an angle. Consider revising the alignment of Cate Street Extension
at this intersection to provide a better alignment for through traffic (refer
to attached markup of Sheet CS-101).
Eric Eby had a similar concern at the last TAC Work Session. Shortly after that
meeting we made alignment corrections to the Cate Street Extension to better align
the through movements.
Please refer to Sheet CS-101 of the Roadway Plans.
4. Per Section VI of the City of Portsmouth Subdivision Rules & Regulations, a

minimum 25’ radius should be provided at all street corners (e.g.
northeast corner of Cate Street Extension / US Route 1 Bypass, driveway
at Station 4+00 right, Cate Street at Station 8+00 left, driveway at Station
9+50 right, and driveway at Station 13+15 right).
The radii for the intersections are as follows:
Route 1 Bypass / Cate Street
Extension

Northeast = 20-ft, Southeast = 50-ft

Driveway Station 4+00 Right

radii=20-ft

Cate Street / Cate Street
Extension

800+00 left = 20-ft, 9+50 right = 20-ft
(slated to become pedestrian way, possibly)

Driveway Station 13+15
Right

R1=15-ft, R2=25-ft

The 20-ft radii at the Cate Street Extension / Route 1 Bypass is 20-ft in order to
provide more protection / separation to the Traffic signal mast arm. It can be
changed to 25-ft if necessary. However the 50-ft radius suggested in #5 below will
require a relocation of the Traffic Light Mast Arm. Turning movement checks at
this intersection show that a larger radius is unwarranted.
It should be notes that the radii at the driveways of the adjacent townhouse project
are 15-ft. The driveway radii throughout the project are sufficient to allow for
ingress and egress of delivery vehicles and more importantly emergency vehicles.

5. Consider revising the proposed 20-foot radius at the northeast corner of the
Cate Street Extension / Route 1 Bypass intersection to a 50-foot radius. It is
noted that the existing traffic signal mast arm foundation is at the edge of
pavement and is a design constraint. However, if the northern curb line of
Cate Street Extension were re-aligned and shifted to the south as suggested
(refer to attached markup of Sheet CS-101), a 50-foot radius curve may fit while
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maintaining the existing traffic signal mast arm and guardrail. At minimum
this curve radius should be 25’ (see Comment #4).
As stated above, the 20-ft radius was used at the northwest corner of Cate Street
Extension and Route 1 Bypass in order to provide more protection to the Traffic
Light Mast Arm. A 25-ft radius will fit without interfering with the guardrail or Mast
Arm, however a larger radius of 25-ft will reduce the separation from the travel lane
and the Mast Arm. A 50-ft radius will require a replacement of the Mast Arm
entirely and the turning movements at the intersection show this would be
unwarranted. In the event that the City desires a larger radius at the intersection a
25-ft radius can be revised into the design.

6. The Cate Street Extension westbound approach to US Route 1 Bypass
appears to be excessively wide. Consider revising the approach layout to
consist of an exclusive left-turn lane, a through lane, and an exclusive rightturn lane (refer to attached markup of Sheet CS-101).
The Traffic Study by Stephen Pernaw recommends delineation of the westbound
approach with a shared left-through-right lane and an exclusive right-turn lane. This
is what the design reflects.

7. Consider revising the 15’ wide receiving lane on Cate Street Extension eastbound to

be comprised of an 11’ wide lane and a 4’ wide shoulder.
A complete re-working of the Cate Street Extension / Route 1 Bypass / Borthwick Avenue
intersection has taken place to address concerns voiced by Eric Eby, City Traffic Engineer
and echoed by Peer Review comment #3 and this comment #7.
The revisions to the intersection allow eastbound traffic form Borthwick Avenue entering
Cate Street Extension to smoothly cross Route 1 Bypass. The revisions also allow Traffic
proceeding westbound from Cate Street Extension to Borthwick Avenue to make a smooth
movement while crossing Route 1 Bypass.
8. Provide turning movement simulations for the intended design vehicle

entering / exiting Cate Street Extension from US Route 1 Bypass. Utilize WB67 design vehicle, if applicable (Sheet CT-103).
The design vehicle and turning movements have been updated.
9. The existing guardrail at the northeast corner of US Route 1 Bypass / Cate

Street Extension will need to be modified to provide a gap for the shared use
path, with appropriate crash worthy end terminals for vehicular traffic.
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The guardrail at the Northeast corner of Cate Street Extension at the intersection
with Route 1 Bypass will be modified as ultimately discussed with and approved by
NHDOT.
Discussions regarding the Traffic Study and subsequent design are ongoing with
NHDOT. The decided upon guardrail detail will be added to the plans. As of yet
the desired guardrail termination has not been decided.
The necessary gap will be provided to allow the shared use path to be accessed and
ultimately extended across Route 1 Bypass and along Borthwick Avenue as outlined
in the Seacoast Greenway Master Plan.

10. Consider extending the raised median island on Cate Street Extension from
Station 1+60 to Station 3+50 (refer to attached markup of Sheet CS-101).
While this would restrict the U-Haul driveway access to right-in / right-out
only, allowing left turns at this intersection may be a safety concern, given
its proximity to the signalized US Route 1 Bypass intersection. It is
understood that U-Haul may have requested full access to this
intersection; however, further coordination should be conducted to ensure
the long-term operational safety at this driveway access.
The raised median cannot be extended further down Cate Street Extension while still
honoring the terms of the easement that the U-Haul possesses for access. The Easement in
favor of U-Haul allows for full access onto the existing driveway where the Cate Street
Extension will be constructed.
11. Remove the horizontal angle point in the proposed alignment at Station 4+50.47

(Sheet CS-101). Utilize a horizontal curve at this location with radius and length
appropriate for the intended design speed of the roadway.
The angle point has been removed.

12. Revise the horizontal curve located at Station 9+73.3 (Sheet CS-102). Currently the
curve is too sharp/short and should be revised to meet NHDOT minimum curve
length for the intended design speed of the roadway.
The horizontal curve length has been revised to be the prescribed length for the design speed.
AASHTO Guidance, which NHDOT has adopted, recommends lengths equal to or greater
than 3 times the design speed. In the case of Cate Street Extension, the design speed is 25
mph as controlled by the reverse curves as you approach Bartlett Street. Therefore, all curves
should be 75-ft in length or greater and they now are.
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13. The currently proposed horizontal reverse curves at Station 11+46 and
Station 13+94 appear to have radii of approximately 150’. Per AASHTO
Green Book Table 3-13, for a roadway with normal crown (-2.0%), the
minimum radius should be 198’ and 333’ for design speeds of 25 mph and
30 mph, respectively. While impacts to the proposed site layout and abutting
properties may be deemed too significant to accommodate a 30 mph design
speed at this location, at minimum, recommend revising the reverse
curves consistent with a design speed of 25 mph.
The Horizontal Curves nearer to Bartlett Street on Cate Street Extension are 155-ft
radius curves. Per AASHTO’s Policy For Geometric Design Section 5.3, Local
Streets in Urban Areas, Table 3-7 states a minimum radius of 154.3-ft is acceptable
for a design speed of 25-mph. We employed a radius of 155-ft to round up. See
Attached excerpt from AASHTO.
The sizing of the radii was not taken lightly. Linda Greer, PE, PTOE of Fuss &
O’Neill and Stephen G. Pernaw, PE, PTOE were both consulted and concluded for
a street of this nature, utilizing the guidance of section 5.3, table 3-7 was
appropriate. This is also in line with the City’s desires for calmer streets.

14. Recommend increasing the roadway width through the horizontal
reverse curves at Station 11+46 and Station 13+94 to accommodate offtracking of tractor trailers. Depending on the horizontal radius selected
(see Comment #13), a typical section consisting of 11’ lanes and 4’
shoulders may be appropriate to accommodate two WB-62 vehicles passing
along the curves. Also consider if this typical section should be utilized for
the entire roadway for consistency.
The additional, 3-ft recommended has been added to the shoulders in the curves as
you approach Bartlett Street.
The curves have had the WB-62 vehicles driven through and a supporting exhibit
will be prepared.
15. The Cate Street baseline alignment approaching the Cate Street /

Bartlett Street intersection does not appear to properly transition to the
proposed roadway layout depicted, which is associated with the adjacent
townhouse development. Further, City staff has advised that realignment of
the Cate Street / Bartlett Street intersection (such that the easterly leg of
Bartlett Street is the minor approach under stop control), as discussed in
prior peer reviews of the project’s Traffic Impact and Access Study, should
be implemented by the Applicant.
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The Alignment and subsequent design of the intersection has been provided in accordance
with this comment, earlier discussions at TAC Work Sessions with Eric Eby, PE, City Traffic
Engineer, and with the recommendations in Stephen G. Pernaw’s Traffic Study. Converting
Cate Street Extension to the through street and Bartlett Street to Stop control is represented
on the Roadway Plans.
Vertical Alignment Review:

16. At Station 14+00, consider revising the sag vertical curve to have a minimum K value
of 37 to reflect the 30 mph design speed accommodated by all other proposed
vertical curves.
The K Values at all vertical curves will be re-evaluated to provide appropriate vertical curves
for the design speed of 25 mph or better.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Accessibility Review:

17. Provide construction details for tip-downs / curb ramps with maximum slopes
and minimum dimensions for ADA compliance.
Construction Details for tip-downs / curb ramps with maximum slopes and minimum
dimensions for ADA Compliance will be added to the plans.

18. Consider adding a tip-down with ADA detectable warning panel to the southeast
corner of the Cate Street Extension / US Route 1 Bypass intersection for future
pedestrian accessibility.
There is no sidewalk to the south of the Cate Street Extension / Route 1 Bypass intersection
for quite a distance. It is unlikely that sidewalk will be installed without a NHDOT project
being undertaken along the southern portion of the Bypass.
In the interest of limiting confusion at the intersection with a busy road, a tip down and ADA
warning panel has not been added. In the event sidewalk extends to the south in the future it
can be added at that time.

19. A call-out for the tip-down of the side path with detectable warning panels at the
northeast terminus of the side path appears to be missing.
A callout for the tip down of the side path and detectable warning panels at the northeast
terminus of the side path will be added.
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Traffic Control Review:

20. Consider revising the proposed U-Haul egress to be a right-in / right-out
only driveway. The proposed design presents a potential safety concern for
left turns onto Cate Street Extension. Consider extending the proposed
median island east to prohibit left turns onto Cate Street Extension (see
Comment #10).
As addressed in the response to comment #10, there is an existing easement in
favor of U-Haul allowing them full access onto the driveway that is becoming Cate
Street Extension. It is not possible to limit the left turns at this entrance with the
current easement in place.

21. The proposed painted median island on the westbound approach to US
Route 1 Bypass, ending at Station 4+24, does not provide enough width
for a turning vehicle to wait. Consider extending the raised median island
to prohibit left turns into / out of the U-Haul driveway (see Comment #10).
As addressed in the response to comment #10, there is an existing easement in favor of UHaul allowing them full access onto the driveway that is becoming Cate Street Extension. It is
not possible to limit the left turns at this entrance with the current easement in place.

22. Consider whether a marked crosswalk is warranted across Cate Street
Extension at the terminus of the side path at US Route 1 Bypass. Note that a
crosswalk would be required if a tip-down is added per Comment #18.
We would also recommend installation of pedestrian-actuated signals for
this crosswalk. This would need to be coordinated with NHDOT.
As discussed in the response to comment #18, a tip down to the southeast of Cate Street
Extension can be added at a future date. Currently there is no sidewalk on the southern
portion of Route 1 Bypass.
A pedestrian actuated signal will be added for a crosswalk that will be needed to cross Route
1 Bypass and the extension of the Side path to Borthwick Avenue. The need for a tip down
and pedestrian actuated signal will be addressed with NHDOT and revisions will be made to
the plans accordingly.

23. Consider providing intersection approach warning signage or markings on
the proposed 10’ wide bituminous side path prior to roadway crossings.
Appropriate warning signage will be added for users of the side path at the
approaches to intersections.
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24. Recommend providing pedestrian / bicycle crossing warning signs at
(and possibly in advance of) all proposed mid-block crosswalks (Sheet CS101, Station 4+35 and Sheet CS-103, Station 13+90). Also consider warning
devices (e.g. rectangular rapid flashing beacons) at these locations,
particularly Station 13+90, where the side path terminates.
Pedestrian / bicycle crossing warnings will be added ahead of all crosswalks crossing Cate
Street Extension.

25. Add stop lines on all driveway approaches to Cate Street / Cate Street Extension
and consider a short length of double yellow line.
Stop lines and signage has been added at all driveway intersections with Cate Street
Extension.

26. The centerline and edge line pavement markings do not appear to properly
transition to meet the proposed pavement markings associated with
the adjacent townhouse development modifications at Station 14+73.
Centerline and edge line pavement markings will be reviewed and corrected to
ensure appropriate transition at the adjacent Townhouse project.

27. Consider signing and/or pavement markings to indicate that westbound
bicyclists in the on-road bike lane should transition onto the sidewalk path at
approximate Station 13+85.
Signage will be added to ensure safety of westbound bicyclists and to prepare them to
transition to the side path.

28. Impacts to the existing traffic signal at US Route 1 Bypass should be
addressed in the plan set. This includes replacement of the loop detectors,
adjustment or relocation of pullboxes, pedestrian signal equipment (see
Comment #22) and any necessary timing or phasing modifications.
The Route 1 Bypass improvements are being treated as a separate project with NHDOT. Full
plans for signal improvements, replacement of loop detectors and adjustments to pull boxes,
and addition of pedestrian signal equipment will be prepared and provided to NHDOT for
approval. The construction of the Route 1 Bypass improvements and intersection
improvements will be incorporated into the plan set or referenced on the plan set as
appropriate once completed.
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Pavement Section Review:

29. The proposed pavement design shown on the Roadway Typical Sections of 5”-HBP,
12”- Crushed Gravel, and 12”-Gravel appears to be adequate for the class of
roadway and anticipated volume and composition of traffic.
Noted.

30. Per Section VII of the City of Portsmouth Subdivision Rules & Regulations,
sidewalk subbase shall consist of a minimum of 12” bank-run gravel. Current design
for the side path of 6” processed aggregate base shown on Sheet CD-540 is not
adequate.
This detail has been corrected.

31. Per Section VII of the City of Portsmouth Subdivision Rules & Regulations,
bituminous concrete for sidewalks shall be placed in two (2) courses consisting of 11/2” base and 1-1/2” top, for a total nominal thickness of 3”. Current design for the
side path of 2” bituminous concrete on Sheet CD-540 is not adequate.
This detail has been corrected.
General Comments:

32. To improve plan readability, include street names on all plan sheets for all major
roadways. (e.g. Cate Street, Cate Street Extension, Bartlett Street, Borthwick Avenue,
US Route 1 Bypass.)
As plans are completed the Street names will be added to all major roadways where they are
not already present.

33. The slope arrows for the multi-use trail on the Typical Sections, Sheet CS- 001,
are pointing in the wrong directions; revise as appropriate. The trail should
drain toward the roadway rather than onto abutting properties.
The direction of the slope arrows have been corrected.

34. Include dimensions of all lane and shoulder widths, where appropriate. Some
seem to be missing at the Cate Street Extension intersection with US Route 1
Bypass. Dimensions along Cate Street / Cate Street Extension and
parking lot driveway access points onto Cate Street / Cate Street Extension
also appear to be missing.
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Dimensions of all lane and shoulder widths have been added.

35. On many plan sheets, the Graphic Scale within the border / title block is
missing the number values indicating the plan scale (i.e. 20- or 30-scale).
The graphic scale will be corrected on all plan sheets where the plan is to scale.

36. Add additional relevant existing conditions survey information to site plans,
specifically the existing guardrail and utility/signal infrastructure at the Cate
Street Extension / US Route 1 Bypass intersection and Hodgson Brook bank
limits.
Existing conditions information regarding the guardrail and utility signal infrastructure will be
added to / supplemented with information form NHDOT reference plans where survey
information is not available.

37. Include match-line sheet continuation notes on all plan sheets (i.e. “See Sheet
XXXX”).
Match line sheet continuation notes will be added on all plan sheets.

38. Include and label all proposed curbing tip downs on Site Plans.
Curbing tip downs not already labelled will be on the Site Plans.

39. Remove sewer text from roadway profile sheets (Sheet CS-102 & CS-103).
Roadway Profiles will be edited to only present vertical alignment data.

40. Label grades on profiles at intermediate 50-foot stations.
Grades will be labelled on 50-ft stations.

41. Consider expanding plan coverage to show Borthwick Avenue and the intersection
with US Route 1 Bypass on the plans (e.g. Sheet CS-101).
Offsite Improvements to Route 1 Bypass are being designed as a separate project and will be
presented on a separate plan set. This is an approach that has been discussed with the City
and NHDOT and both are allowing for the Offsite Improvements to Route 1 Bypass to be
designed separately as a separate project or phase.

42. On Sheet CU-100, add label to indicate “See Inset Above for Continuation”.
A label indicating “See Inset Above for Continuation” will be added.
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43. On Sheet CD-511, proposed cast iron cover for Bioretention Inlet Structure
Detail should be labeled “DRAIN”. It currently shows “SEWER”.
The Inlet structure has been fully detailed and replaced by a Pretex unit.
The Outlet Structure has been further detailed as well.
Cover labels where present will reflect “DRAIN”.

44. On Sheet CD-511, label inlet structure on Bioretention System Typical
Section Detail.
The Bioretention Inlet and Outlet Structures are more clearly labelled.

45. Label all proposed drainage structures on Grading, Drainage & Erosion
Control Plans, including subsurface infiltration basins (SSIBs).
Drainage Structures have been labelled on the Grading, Drainage & Erosion Control Plans.

46. The Applicant should provide an update on status of coordination with NHDOT
District 6 regarding the Driveway Permit that will be required for work within the
NHDOT Right-of-Way at US Route 1 Bypass.
Coordination with NHDOT is still on-going. The NHDOT is allowing the Offsite
Improvements design and permitting to proceed separately from the Site and Cate Street
project. As more information becomes available regarding the design of Route 1 Bypass
improvements it will be provided to the City of Portsmouth.

Thank you for your time and efforts in review of this project.
Should you have additional questions/comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Rick Lundborn, PE
rlundborn@fando.com
207-363-0669 x2314
RL/bh
c: file
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